
 
 

Craig Carothers “Solo” Dwight Rabbit Records 
 
Back in early May [2006], on two consecutive nights, I visited Club Passim, the mother church of folk 
music, in Cambridge, Massachusetts. On the first evening, Portland, Oregon bred, Nashville, Tennessee 
based Craig Carothers opened for his buddy Pierce Pettis. Armed only with his acoustic guitar, in terms 
of sound, Carothers’ Passim set pretty much replicated the approach he adopted on “Solo.” As Craig 
points out in the liner notes, the disc features “new songs of course; songs I hadn’t recorded before even 
if they weren’t new; and most importantly, songs that would be well suited to this rather Spartan 
presentation.” Over three days in mid-January 2006, using only his acoustic guitar – four of them 
actually, but as he points out “only one per song” - and voice, plus occasional whistling, Craig, assisted 
by engineer John Hurley, created “Solo.”            
 
Carothers spent two decades working the clubs around Portland before heading to Nashville six years 
ago, and a couple of songs into his Passim set, in terms of their, sometimes, humour leavened approach 
to storytelling, I pegged him as a ‘soul brother’ of those scribes Don Henry and Jim Reilley. Subsequent 
research revealed that Craig and Don have collaborated on the odd tune, and the fifth cut here “Time 
Stands Still” is an example. There are a number of love songs in this collection, but thankfully Carothers 
and his collaborators have taken the road less travelled when it comes to illustrating [with words] this 
heavily-rutted genre of music. There’s either a neat twist as each story unfolds, or the lyric is blessed by 
a memorable phrase [and more].   
 
The collection opens with “Surprise, Surprise,” a wordplay rich Randy Sharp collaboration, that includes 
such ‘will you take back’ couplets as “Sad and sorry here you stand, Suitcase and humble pie in hand” 
and “If you’ve come back looking for what used to be, You gonna need your fool, and that’s not me.” 
However the real stinging ringer, is the reference to her “change of heartlessness.” “Looks Like You,” 
penned with Sonny Tillis [Mel’s son, and Pam’s brother], finds the narrator haunted by the memories of 
an old love, and the chorus includes the summation “Now the face of the cold hard truth, It looks like 
you.” A practical joke goes terribly wrong in “Isn’t That A Good One,” when some of Steve’s buddies 
gang up on him, and bundle him into the trunk of a car – “We’d stage a little kidnap, Only let it go so far.” 
Parking the vehicle by the pier, the jokesters proceed to spend the day in Sam’s bar consuming “shots 
and beers.” When the bar closes, they decide it’s time to release their incarcerated buddy, except - the 
car’s gone. When the car is eventually hauled from the sea, the trunk is open but empty. Penned with 
Angela Kaset and Paul Reisler, the narrator is recalling these events from a prison cell, and, I think, 
astutely, the writers don’t reveal whether Steve was a Harry Houdini character or not. As it stands “Isn’t 
That A Good One” almost begs we hear Steve’s side of the story. There’s got to be at least one more 
twist…………             
 
Craig moves from reflections on an unintentional crime to those of a hard-nosed Death Row inmate in “I 
Guess I Showed Them.” The second Randy Sharp co-write on “Solo,” this arsonist and murderer 
blithely reveals his heinous crimes as he lies “on this bed of green” awaiting the instant when he’ll “fry.” 
While most of us will be ash and dust, a few of us will survive as skeletal relics, and as one such 
unearthed public exhibit – “I’ll be making the rounds, Schools and museums in every city and town” - in 
“10,000 Years,” tongue-firmly-in-cheek, Carothers reflects on how his ‘new’ life will be celebrated with “T-
shirts and key chains, Coffee cups souvenirs, They’ll be selling like hot cakes.” Penned with Philip 
Coleman, “10,000 Years” is actually a broken-hearted love song in which the main participant offers at 
the outset “They’ll find traces of salt, from my drowning in tears, The ones that I cried, that fell on deaf 
ears.” As scientists push back the boundaries of male/female procreation further and further, 
womankind’s need for initial male participation in the process will become unnecessary. Based on recent 



news reports, tomorrow is almost here and that basically forms the premise for the light-hearted “She 
Needs Me,” co-written with Tony Haselden. Based on the evidence provided ‘she’ may very well be a 
multi-talented, multi-tasking delight, however there remains, in the future, a rather large, bold BUT – as 
in, BUT who is gonna help ‘her’ kill that spider, change a tyre, open a jar and all those other little life 
enhancing tasks.         
 
Co-written with Bill Lloyd, Radney Foster’s old musical partner, “A Blue State” is not a song written for 
the state of Kentucky [ ;-)], rather, it’s a pun filled take on the political colour of the [American] nation post 
the November 2004 election. This song will remain pertinent long after George Walker relinquishes the 
reins, because, quite simply, it’s a slyly worded, witty piece of work. Eighteen months on from November 
2004, I guess there are still some states where it would be hazardous to perform this number. Craig’s 
‘this love affair is over’ album closer, “A Better Place,” is followed by a dog barking, and thirty seconds of 
silence later there’s an untitled hidden track that focuses on that ‘giant leap for one man’ – the moment 
when you’re poised to make the call to ask ‘her’ for a first date. Therein, in just two minutes thirty 
seconds, phone in hand the neurotic narrator journeys, in his mind, all the way to the grave through the 
ensuing decades – love, marriage, kids [or adoption], the kids college years, financial investment, 
grandkids and [much] more…..then, Craig cleverly, closes with the cautionary – hey, wait a moment - 
“But what if she answers?”  Elsewhere “He Still Sees Her Younger,” written with Scott Parker, is a 
tender, ‘so many decades have passed’ reflection on love and how it has remained fresh and vital, and 
other tunes that solely feature Craig’s name are “No One Gets Close,” “Don’t Listen” wherein the 
narrator encourages the listener to make their own way in life, while the penultimate cut “Hangin’ On” [as 
credited on the card liner, at least] is a metaphorical reflection on a doomed relationship.  
 
For those moments in life when you desire to engage your funny bone, raise your spirits, exercise your 
smile [it requires more muscles to frown] – or simply listen to ‘no frills” readings of some finely crafted 
songs about life, I’d suggest one fine cure is a “Solo” aural communion with Craig Carothers. Craig, 
now on which cuts did you say that you played that Guy Clark built # 6 nylon string guitar….????  
 
Folkwax Score 8 out of 10 
 
Arthur Wood. 
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